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Ron Kuehl
• Partner at Frontenac Company
• Joined Frontenac in 2006
• Previous private equity experience at
Churchill Capital and H.I.G. Capital
• Started career at Morgan Stanley
• BA from Notre Dame and an MBA from
Northwestern
• Current and past Board and investments
include Liquid Technologies, Wenner Bread
Products, Portfolio Group, Ohio
Transmission Corp, and Sigma Corporation
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Frontenac Today
GROWTH
BUYOUTS
Private equity for the lower
middle market

CEO1ST
INVESTING
Executive-centric, thesis-driven
investment approach

CONSUMER
SERVICES
INDUSTRIAL
Target markets with domain expertise
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Founded

1971
Completed transactions

225+
Investment funds

11
Capital Invested

$1.5BN
Family office and institutional investors

60+
Typical platform EBITDA

$5-20MM

Partnering with Frontenac
3 GUIDING PRINCIPLES
CLEAR
INVESTMENT
THESIS

HIGH QUALITY
COMPANY

CEO1ST
APPROACH

We invest in people and management teams to build enduring businesses
Together with our CEO1ST partners, we provide the capital, network and resources to create a customized
partnership to address numerous challenges and goals of business owners
Challenges and Goals of Business Owners
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Liquidity

Brand and
Community
Steward

Acquisitions

Growth
Planning

Value-add
Industry
Resources

Expedited
Closing

Market
Valuation

Management
Succession
Plan

Confidentiality

Support
Existing
Team

Great Companies in Growing Markets
CONSUMER
Alfalfa’s

SERVICES

INDUSTRIAL
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Perry Solomon
• Deep experience in the business services sector
CEO (2011 – 2015) & Chairman (2015 – Present), Esquire Solutions
CEO, Bankruptcy Management Solutions (2006 – 2008)

President & CEO, Wordwave (2000 – 2006)

• Broad experience in turnarounds, private equity, and
M&A
• Track record of value creation through various activities
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•

Strategic infrastructure implementation and
unification of business systems

•

Acquisition and integration of accretive businesses

•

Market positioning through technological changes

Driving Portfolio Value
Support company growth with sector focused expertise
§ Frontenac team drives plan development
and implementation, with support from:
- Our CEO1ST partner
- Incumbent management
- Outside advisors
§ Decisive early actions yield improved
results
- Well developed investment thesis
- Tactical and strategic plans
§ Deploy comprehensive value creation
initiatives
- 180 day plan
- Establish clear growth objectives
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Frontenac
Team

CEO1ST
Partners

Outside
Advisors

Incumbent
Team

Market Conditions
§ Current political environment is mostly just noise,
hopefully
§ Underlying economic growth is steady, yet uninspired
§ Revenue and profit growth are tough to come by for most
companies
§ Wage inflation and pricing pressures are putting strains
on margins
§ Overall, M&A markets are strong and valuations attractive
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What is Private Equity?
Investors (LPs)
Capital

Private Equity Fund
Capital
Investment
(Portfolio Co)
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Investment
(Portfolio Co)

Investment
(Portfolio Co)

What is Private Equity Looking For?
üSolid margins / free cash flow
üStable revenue and profits with growth expectations
üStrong, sticky, customer relationships
üBarriers to entry and defensible market positions à
Differentiation

üMinimal risky concentrations
üService and / or market expertise
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Why We Like Language Services
üGlobalization and growth of digital information
üLarge and fragmented market
üHigh touch, technical service with high cost of failure / error
üOutsourcing these services should continue
üMultiple end-markets and a variety of services
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Key Industry Trends / Drivers
•

•

Market is global
•

Number of immigrants and Limited English Proficient (LEP) population in the U.S. continues to
increase

•

Increasing globalization and trade in goods and services

Aggressive consolidation dynamics
•

•

Many small players feel the need to sell or lose share for multiple reasons: machine translation,
value-added services, quality and security, enhanced competition

Machine translation using neural networks and editing will gain share
•

Machine translation share currently under 5% of market and growth will be slow, but ability to bid
and provide this service will be highly valued by customers concerned about price

•

Continued expansion of value-added services

•

Value-added services include marketing support for multi-cultural roll-outs, localization,
technology / software translation, rapid turnaround projects

•

Quality including ISO certifications, privacy of data transfer from independent contractors to host
and project teams are becoming a stronger requirement

•

Strong growth of data needing translation
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Target Verticals
Translation

•
•
•

Transference of the meaning between written languages
Backbone of the language services sector
Transcreation – creating or adapting content in the target language
rather than translating directly from the original

•

Transference of meaning between spoken languages and typically takes
place in real time
Can be delivered in person, on the phone, or through video service

Interpretation

•

•
Localization
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•

Adapting a product into different languages or adapting a product for
specific country or region
With the growth of internet communication, website localization has
been a key segment

Opportunity
•
Technology

•

•
Work Flow

Fragmented Market

Customer Base
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•

Perceived as number one in using machine translation powered by
neural networks
Key is human editing and translation libraries

Fast turnaround delivery with parsing software to have multiple
translators on one project
Work flow software allowing quality steps to be embedded in each
stage of the offering, total privacy of data

•

Consolidate market and create a player with significant capabilities and
reach

•
•

Regulated markets with documentation requirements
Corporate customers with large and expanding product offerings, focus
recurring revenue and value added marketing and knowledge services

What We’re Looking For

Serve corporate and /
or regulatory markets
with emphasis on
product marketing
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Strong team with
value added service
offering

Strong systems for
workflow, quality,
security

Acquisition
Target

Free Advice
È Take your time in building a durable business the right
way
È Avoid heavy concentration with any one client
È Invest in people and good management
È Be able to articulate a go-forward strategy, even if the
road to this point has been winding
È Carefully choose your investor partners
È Time the market right
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Questions?
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